
BATHROOM & KITCHEN SURFACES Made in the USA.



Milano shower and wainscoting with 
Milano shower floor



How would you like the peace of mind of having a shower that is not only 
beautiful but is also worry-free? Tyvarian showers and surrounds are grout 
free and easy to clean allowing you to use your bathroom as a place of 
retreat and relaxation. 

Tyvarian is an innovative bathroom product that gives you the luxurious 
look of natural stone and tile without the maintenance that comes from 
cleaning grout lines. Tyvarian is mold and mildew resistant and 100% 
waterproof. 

Tyvarian can be used for shower and bath walls, floors, backsplashes, 
art, and many other applications. Homeowners, designers and builders 
recognize and value the unique design possibilities and quality offered 
by Tyvarian. You will be amazed by the colors and styles that are now 
available to provide your bathroom with the luxurious look you desire.

www.tyvarian.com                                    tyvariansurfaces



Milano 3x12 subway surround with Milano Gray 
6” Hexagon horizontal accent strip



GROUT-FREE SURFACES

Live grout free with Tyvarian surrounds and shower pans. Tyvarian wall panels are 
easy to install and require no grout, enabling you to relax and not stress about 
cleaning all of the mold and dirt out of grout lines.

Tyvarian Water Jet colors give you the look of tile without the high maintenance. 
Our water jet colors come in a variety of patterns and finishes, giving you a rich 
and fashionable look without the worry.

Aria Griggio shower surround and floor



TYVARIAN TUB & SHOWER PANELS
Tyvarian® products are created using an innovative and unique manu-
facturing process that incorporates high-definition images into a clear 
top coat that is backed by a limestone matrix. 

Panel options:
- Available in matte finish
- Two edge finish options: Unfinished or trim

Supplementary Applications:
- Shower floors
- Niches
- Shampoo shelves
- Shower seats
- Pencil trim
- Mini pencil trim
- Wainscoting
- Accent walls
- Kitchen backsplashes



Venice shower surround and wainscoting



SHOWER PANS
If you’ve ever remodeled a shower, you may know the costly mess that 
can lurk beneath that leaky, smelly old shower floor. Whether you’re 
building a new home or remodeling an existing bathroom, you want to 
make sure you have a completely leak free shower floor to prevent an 
unsanitary environment and costly water damage. 

Traditional tile shower designs are susceptible to leaks and are heavily 
dependent on the skill level of the installer. We manufacture a variety of 
leak-free shower pans to resolve this problem.

Pan options:
- White slate finish
- Tyvarian slate finish
- Pre-sloped and leak-proof to prevent water damage
- No membrane liner required
- Custom sizes up to 62”x84” with center drain
- Low profile curb: 3” or 4.5” x 3”

Whitecastle shower floor Washed Concrete 6” Hexagon shower floor



Frio 3x12 herringbone shower floor

Washed Concrete 6” Hexagon shower floor Stratus Gray shower floor



Crema White shower surround



TRIM & ACCESSORIES
Often forgot about when remodeling a bathroom, trim and accessories can 
play a big part on the look and usefulness of your bathroom. That’s why we 
offer several trims, seats, and shampoo shelf options.

Trim options:
- Regular Pencil Trim (1.25”W x 90”L) in Tyvarian and Solid White
- Mini Pencil Trim (.75”W x 90”L) in Tyvarian and Solid White
- 4” Tyvarian Trim (4”W x 86”L) with 2 long rounded finished edges
- Micro trim available in 6 finishes

Accessory options:
- Shampoo Shelf (15.25”W x 7.75”D) in Tyvarian and Solid White
- 6CM Shower Seat (22”W x 18”D) in Tyvarian and Solid White
- 12” Bench Top (60”L x 12”D) in Tyvarian and Solid White
- 3/4” Shower Seat (24”W x 18”D) in Tyvarian and Solid White

Milano 6CM Shower Seat



6CM Seat shown in Stratus Gray Shampoo shelf shown in Blonde Wood

3/4” Shower Seat shown in Calcutta Gray Mini Pencil trim shown in Milano

Frio 3x12 Herringbone Niche



Pencil Trim shown in Palmer

Micro Trim shown in Brushed Graphite

4” Trim shown in Milano

Bench seat shown in Glacier

Aria Backsplash



Milano 3x12 Subway surround with 
Milano Gray Penny Tile vertical accent



Oversized shower?
We’ve got you covered! While Tyvarian’s maximum panel size is 60” x 84”, we have 
several different options for you to get the shower of your dreams, no matter the size.

Large shower options:
- 12” Vertical Accent: Adding a vertical accent strip will allow you to have a shower 
as wide as 132”.
- 12” Horizontal Accent: Adding a horizontal accent strip will allow you to have a 
shower as wide as 84”.
- Seaming: Seaming 2 panels together will allow you to have a shower as wide as 
120”. 
- Jamb Strip: Using a jamb, you can cover the seam when butting 2 panels together. 
This will give you a shower as wide as 120”.
- 4” Trim: Using a piece of trim, you can butt 2 panels against the trim to get 120”. 
You can do this with 4”, pencil and mini pencil trim. 

Ferrera shower surround with 
a jamb







MILANO COSMERE FUJI PALERMO

ARIA

FERRERA GRIZZLY ROMA GRAY SANDCASTLE

SEDONA ARIA GRIGGIO BEACHWOOD



CALCUTTA BROWN OBSIDIAN CREMA WHITE GRAYHAVEN

NORDIC

GRIFFIN ICE CAP FRIO SMOKE

NAVAJO PANDA JACQUELINE



ANASAZI BEIGE ANASAZI ANASAZI GRAY CREMA BEIGE

STRATUS BROWN

MANCHESTER WHITE CRYSTAL AGED WALNUT DRIFTWOOD

STRATUS GRAY STRATUS WHITE STRATUS BLUE



BEACH BIANCO CARRARA BLONDE WOOD COPPER CANYON

JUNEAU

CREMA GRAY DUNE ESCALANTE GLACIER

PIETRA RIVER ROCK SEDONA



Stratus Gray shower surround with 
Stratus White 3x12 Herringbone floor



Calcutta Brown shower surround



Visit www.tyvarian.com to learn more about Tyvarian and to see all of our available colors. 
Follow us on Instagram to see our latest installs.


